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3. RELEASE #: □

4. HOUSEHOLD ID#: □ □ □ □

5. This Iw No.: ____________

MODULE D
D0. EXACT TIME NOW:

Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. [They are very similar to questions we have already asked, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.]

D1. Next I'm going to read some statements, and I'd like you to tell me how much you agree or disagree with each statement as it applies to you--strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree. Here is the first statement ...
D2. Now I have a few questions that are similar to others I've asked before. Do you have a physical, mental, or other health condition that has lasted for 6 or more months, and which limits the kind or amount of work you can do at a job?

1. YES  5. NO ➞ GO TO D3

D2a. Does it prevent you from working at a job altogether?

1. YES  5. NO

D3. Because of a health condition that has lasted for 6 or more months, do you have any difficulty going outside your home alone, for example, to shop or visit a doctor's office?

1. YES  5. NO

D4. Do you have any difficulty taking care of your own personal needs, such as bathing, dressing, or getting around inside your home?

1. YES  5. NO

D5. EXACT TIME NOW:

TURN TO COVERSHEET, P. 4